387 CARVED WOODEN SPOON, FROM ZAKOPANE

388 CARVED WOODEN MILK-DIPPER, FROM ZAKOPANE

389 CARVED WOODEN MILK-DIPPER, FROM ZAKOPANE

390 CARVED WOODEN SPOON, FROM ZAKOPANE

391 CARVED RUTHENIAN CROSS

392 CARVED WOODEN MILK-DIPPER, FROM ZAKOPANE

393 CARVED WOODEN SPOON, FROM ZAKOPANE
GALICIA

410 EARTHENVARE PLATE

411 EARTHENVARE PLATE

412 STOVE TILE

413 EARTHENVARE JUG

414 GROUP OF POTTERY
415 TO 429  METAL BLOUSE-CLASPS, FROM ZAKOPANE
BUKOVINA

ROUMANIAN PEASANT’S HOUSE AT KIMPOLUNG

ROUMANIAN PEASANT’S HOUSE AT KIMPOLUNG
432 TO 437 DESIGNS FOR CARVED AND PAINTED CHAIR-BACKS AND "MARRIAGE" COFFERS
441  CARVED AND PAINTED "MARRIAGE" COFFER
442  CARVED AND PAINTED BENCH, FROM KIMPOLUNG
CARNIOLA

456  PEASANT'S HOUSE NEAR BISCHOFSLACK
457  PEASANT'S HOUSE AT RADMANNSDORF
CARNIOLA

462 TO 464  SILVER GIRDLES, FROM BISCHOFSLACK